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Service Evolution Analytics: Change and Evolution
Mining of a Distributed System

Animesh Chaturvedi , Aruna Tiwari, Dave Binkley , and Shubhangi Chaturvedi

Abstract—Changeability and evolvability analysis can aid an
engineer tasked with a maintenance or an evolution task. This
article applies change mining and evolution mining to evolving
distributed systems. First, we propose a Service Change Classifier
based Interface Slicing algorithm that mines change information
from two versions of an evolving distributed system. To compare
old and new versions, the following change classification labels
are used: inserted, deleted, and modified. These labels are then
used to identify subsets of the operations in our newly proposed
Interface (WSDL) Slicing algorithm. Second, we proposed four
Service Evolution Metrics that capture the evolution of a system’s
Version Series VS = {V1, V2, …,VN}. Combined the two form the
basis of our proposed Service Evolution Analytics model, which
includes learning during its development phase. We prototyped
the model in an intelligent tool named AWSCM (Automatic Web
Service Change Management). Finally, we present results from
experiments with two well-known cloud services: Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) from the Amazon Web Service (AWS), and Cluster
Controller (CC) from Eucalyptus. These experiments demonstrate
AWSCM’s ability to exploit change and evolution mining.

Index Terms—Change classification, cloud services, distributed
systems and services lifecycle management, evolution metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISTRIBUTED COMPUTING models such as Grid Com-
puting, Cloud Computing, Utility Computing, and Service

Oriented Computing rely upon service frameworks. Grid Com-
puting, the mother of all four, combines a distributed collection
of computing resources to achieve scalability. Cloud Computing
enables convenient, on-demand shared computing resources at
several levels (e.g., at the infrastructure, platform, and software
levels). Utility Computing enables an on-demand, pay-as-you-
go billing method in which a service provider makes computing
resources available to customers. Service Oriented Computing
supports loosely coupled distributed systems through the sharing
of remote Web Service.
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An evolving distributed system is a kind of evolving system
[1], [2] that often stored in a software repository to support its
continuous evolution. Similar to systems in other domains [3],
continuous changes to the requirements of distributed systems
mandate their ongoing maintenance and evolution. This process
becomes increasingly challenging as system complexity grows
and thus tool support is needed to reduce the cost (or effort) of
maintaining an evolving distributed system.

We are interested in studying the changeability [4]–[6] and
evolvability [7], [8] of distributed systems. This article has two
parts based on two data mining techniques. The first, involves
change mining [9], contrast mining [10], or change impact anal-
ysis [31], which aim to discover change information. The second
part, evolution mining, aims to discover evolution information
e.g., evolution mining in social networks [11], [12].

Our approach makes use of data mining techniques to extract
information from an evolving distributed system. The particular
distributed systems we focus to support data mining of web-
based systems. Traditionally, such web-mining techniques come
in three types: web content mining, web usage mining, and web
structure mining [13], [14]. We consider the latter, web struc-
ture mining, which retrieves information from service interface
documents (e.g., HTML, XML, and WSDL documents) as well
as the underlying implementation. In doing so, we consider a
cloud service as a time-varying dataset and apply techniques
combining aspects of change mining and evolution mining.

The motivation behind applying change and evolution mining
for distributed systems is to uncover change and evolution infor-
mation over time. Firstly, we use classification theory to label the
changes that differentiate two versions of a distributed system.
Secondly, we devise software metrics to capture the evolution
over a series of versions. These two kinds of information help
to characterize the changes and evolution of a cloud system.
Creation of automated techniques that exploit this information
is a challenging task.

Our earlier work [15]–[17] introduced a Subset WSDL con-
struction algorithm, and defined interface slicing. The resulting
WSDL slices (or Subset WSDLs) are useful to select a subset of
the test cases for regression-testing a subset service [18]–[20].
Building on this work, this article proposes a change mining of
services algorithm, a definition for WSDL slicing, and several
service evolution metrics.

Firstly, we use fine-grain change mining information based
on three change classifications (insertions, deletions, and mod-
ifications). This change information aids in extracting various
WSDL subsets (i.e., slices), which are combined to construct a
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WSDL slice. A WSDL slice is helpful in subset service analysis
where it reduces the effort required in regression testing, reverse
engineering, and refactoring. The effort is reduced because
WSDL slice construction takes only a few milliseconds. The
provider can also control the usage of a service with the help
of an interface subset (another Subset WSDL), which helps in
accessing a subset of a service, and also helps clients focus on the
relevant subset of the service’s functionalities. A WSDL slice is
useful in the study of the impact of a change in one operation
on other operations in a distributed system.

Secondly, we also propose four service evolution metrics that
are helpful when evaluating the risk associated with an evolving
cloud service. These metrics can be helpful in the maintenance
of existing versions and the development of future versions. The
metrics can also help a consumer while analyzing functionalities
of the WSDL, XSD, and WS code. It is also helpful during
regression testing of an upgraded cloud service system.

We introduce an evolution analytic model, which exploits the
history (e.g., as provided by a version-control system) to reduce
the human effort required while analyzing the service evolution
over the series of versions. Both approaches are useful for
establishing and maintaining Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
and Quality of Service (QoS). Service providers often update
or enhance a service to meet new requirements, which may
cause an SLA violation where an incorrect change leads to
incorrect behaviour. Thus, QoS monitoring is required to check
and re-establish the specific QoS described in the SLA [21],
[22]. Reduced cloud/web service maintenance effort can further
reduce the effort required to guarantee the QoS found in the
SLA [23], [24]. Regression testing’s goal is to maintain QoS
and SLA; reducing the regression test suite can save effort, and
thus reduce costs [17]–[20].

This article makes the following two contributions, which are
presented in the following sections.

1) In Section II, we propose a service change classifier algo-
rithm that performs change mining based on two service
versions. The change information is used to perform in-
terface slicing, which results in an interface slice (a subset
of the service’s interface). In addition, we propose a tech-
nique for evolution mining of multiple service versions
using four new service evolution metrics.

2) In Section III, we describe a Service Evolution Analytics
model and its implementation as a prototype component in
an existing tool, AWSCM, which performs change mining
and evolution mining of cloud services.

The rest of the article is organized as follows, the Section IV
presents experiments that apply AWSCM to real-world evolving
distributed systems. Then Section V presents related work.
Finally, Section VI concludes the article.

II. CHANGE MINING AND EVOLUTION MINING OF AN

EVOLVING DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM

This section describes how we perform change mining on two
versions and evolution mining on a version series of an evolving
distributed system. Here a version series VS= {V1, V2, …, VN}
is a series of version snapshots taken at times {t1, t2, …, tN}.

Fig. 1. Summary of the change mining of two versions.

Each version involves two key artifacts: a specification written
in a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and the Web
Service (WS) code itself.

The next two sub-sections provide details regarding the two
kinds of mining used. The first sub-section describes change
classifiers that are applied to two versions of a system. The crux
of this step is to classify changes between versions to make an
Interface slice. Then the second sub-section introduces the four
service evolution metrics, which are used to study the evolution
of an evolving distributed system. The crux of this step is to
study evolution in a version series.

A. Change Mining of Two Versions: Service Change
Classification

The goal of service change classification is to capture the
changes between an old and a new version of a distributed system
(thus the four parameters of the actual algorithm). We include
changes at both the WSDL and the WS code levels.

Our change mining approach has two steps as summarized
in Fig. 1. The ChangeMiningOfService takes old and new
versions of a system as input and first invokes Algorithm 1,
ServiceChangeClassifier. This algorithm adds the following
change labels to the WSDL and WS code of the new version:
inserted, deleted, and modified. It then gathers up all operations
(as opName) that are labeled “inserted” or “modified.” It omits
the operations labeled “deleted” because deleted operations are
not present in the new WSDL, thus there is no need to retain them
in the WSDL Slice. The gathered operations are kept in the set
of operations, subset_operations. Finally, it invokes Algorithm
2, WSDL_Slicing, to construct a subset of the WSDL, referred
to as the Subset WSDL, which is captured by the WSDL slice
returned by our algorithm.
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TABLE I
CLOUD SERVICE CHANGE CLASSIFIERS

ChangeMiningOfService (WSDLOld, WSDLNew,
WScodeOld, WScodeNew)

1. opLabels = ServiceChangeClassifier (WSDLOld,
WSDLNew, WScodeOld, WScodeNew)

2. Initialize an empty set subset_operations
3. For each pair < opName, label > in opLabels

a. If label = = “inserted” or label = = “modified”
subset_operations← subset_operations � opName

End for
4. WSDL_Slice = WSDL_Slicing (WSDLNew,

subset_operations)
Return WSDL_Slice

The first step performs change classification on the WSDL and
the WS code. Table I overviews the types of changes identified.
Each change includes the level of the change (WSDL or WS
code), the purpose of the change, and the WSDL Slice (explained
later in this section) that captures the change.

A WSDL description has six major parts [26], which are
summarized in Table II. The first part provides the definitions
of the services provided. The second include the schema XSD,
which represents the data structures for the input and output
of each operation. The third part, message calling, supports
communication between the client and the operation (we use the
term “operation” to denote a procedure that is exposed as part
of the service’s external functionality available to a client). The
fourth part provides the port used for each operation. Fifth is a
binding that binds input and output data types to each operation.
Finally, the sixth part defines the service that is accessed through
a URL.

The goal of the first step is to classify the elements of the
WSDL and the WS code. A change can be made to any of the

TABLE II
CHANGES IN WSDL PROPERTIES

Fig. 2. Simple representation of changes in a service.

following three service elements: the operation code, the mes-
sages used for communication, and the input-output parameters.
A common approach from data mining used to classify items is
to attach classification labels. We can therefore identify changed
operations by labeling the three kinds of service elements. Step 2
simply gathers all the operations (as subset_operations) labeled
inserted or modified.

The example shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the first two steps.
The “Service version 1” is upgraded to make “Service version
2”. In “Service version 1,” a modified “Operation_11” calls
modified “Method_11” (which further calls “Operation_12,”
which was deleted) and modified “Operation_21.” Furthermore,
“Operation_13” calls “Method_12,” which were both deleted in
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“Service version 2.” From the perspective of “Service version 2,”
modified “Operation_11” calls modified “Method_11” and mod-
ified “Operation_21.” Further, inserted “Operation_12” calls in-
serted “Operation_21” and subsequently inserted “Method_21,”
and inserted “Method_13.” Note the “Operation_21” is provided
by some other service.

Algorithm 1, ServiceChangeClassifier, takes four input arti-
facts: WSDLNew (WSDL of new version), WSDLOld (WSDL
of old version), WScodeNew (WS code of new version), and
WScodeOld (WS code of old version). The algorithm involves
the following six steps.

1) Identify semantic WSDL difference between WSDLNew

and WSDLOld based on semantic differencing. Store the
result in WSDLChanges.

2) Identify semantic code difference between WScodeNew

and WScodeOld based on semantic differencing. Store the
result in WScodeChanges.

3) Initialize the list opLabels, which will hold the labels
of the differences between the old and new versions.
Retrieve the opName_change (from WSDLChanges and
WScodeChanges), which provides the name of the changed
operation along with its corresponding label (insert, delete,
and modify).

4) While scanning the WSDLChanges for operation changes:
a) if an operation was added to the new version of the

WSDL, then assign it the inserted label in opLabels;
b) if an operation is deleted from the old version to create

the new version of the WSDL, then assign it the deleted
label in opLabels;

c) if an operation from the old version is modified while
migrating to the new version of the WSDL, then assign
it the modified label in opLabels.

5) While scanning the WScodeChanges for operation
changes:
a) if any line of code in an operation was added to the

new version of the WS code, then assign it the inserted
label in opLabels;

b) if any line of code in an operation is deleted to create
new version of the WS code, then assign it the deleted
label in opLabels.

c) If any line of code in an operation is modified while
migrating to the new version of the WS code, then
assign it the modified label in opLabels.

Note that in this algorithm the order of Steps 4 and 5,
which scan the WSDL and the WS code, is important because
the second scan may reset a label from the first. Thus, if the
WSDLChanges analysis is done before the WScodeChanges anal-
ysis, then the WS code analysis takes priority over the WSDL
analysis. In contrast, if Step 4 and Step 5 are interchanged, then
the WSDL analysis takes precedence. Furthermore, either step
may be skipped enabling the approach to be applied separately
by a cloud service owner or its consumer.

In the implementation, finding the differences between the
two versions of the WS code and the two versions of the WSDL
is performed using a semantic differencing tool. The algorithm
depends on the accuracy of this tool in its ability to distinguish
between the three kinds of changes: insert, delete, and modify.

Algorithm 1: ServiceChangeClassifier (WSDLOld,
WSDLNew, WScodeOld, WScodeNew)

1. WScodeChanges = semanticCodeDiff(WScodeOld,
WScodeNew)

2. WSDLChanges = semanticWSDLDiff(WSDLOld,
WSDLNew)

3. Initialize array list opLabels<opName, label> with
unchanged label, and retrieve opName_change from
WScodeChanges and WSDLChanges along with the
change labels.

4. For each opName_change in WSDLChanges

a. If (opName_change has label insert)
Assign label inserted to opName in opLabels

b. If (opName_change has label delete)
Assign label deleted to opName in opLabels

c. If (opName_change has label modify)
Assign label modified to opName in opLabels

End For
5. For each opName_change in WScodeChanges

a. If (opName_change has label insert)
Assign label inserted to opName in opLabels

b. If (opName_change has label delete)
Assign label deleted to opName in opLabels

c. If (opName_change has label modify)
Assign label modified to opName in opLabels

End For
Return opLabels<opName, label>

The next step captures the changes between the old and new
versions in a WSDL slice with WSDL Slicing define as follows.

Definition: WSDL Slicing is a variation of interface slicing
that extracts a subset of a given system’s WSDL (as an interface)
to capture a subset of the original WSDL’s behaviour. The
resulting interface slice is referred to as a WSDL slice and
contains a subset of WSDL’s operations. For example, if a bank
service supports two operations “deposit” and “withdraw.” A
WSDL slice might contain only the “deposit” functionality.

As an interoperable subset of a service, a WSDL slice can aid
an engineer (e.g., when testing) by focusing their attention on
the relevant subset of the service. Furthermore, the slice of the
distributed service’s code can provide a similar focus. As seen
in Table I, our approach makes use of two WSDL Slices: the
Difference WSDL (DWSDL) and the Unit WSDL (UWSDL)
[15]–[17]. The DWSDL is constructed based on differences in
the WSDL. The UWSDL is constructed based on differences in
the WS code.

The WS code differences are obtained from the WS change
classification. This process first parses the old and the new ver-
sions of the code to separate-out the operations and methods of
each, and then identifies differences including the location (file
and line) of each change. On one hand, the DWSDL (a subset of
the WSDL) is constructed to capture WSDL-level changes. The
DWSDL is a type of WSDL Slice. On the other hand, building
on the intra-operational and intra-procedural changes, we then
identify operations that have inter-operational dependencies on
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Algorithm 2: WSDL_Slicing (WSDLNew, subset_
operations)

String cStartDef, cXSD, cMsg, cPort, cBinding, cService,
cEndDef

Array of String[] opWSDLNew

1. [subset_operations � opOfWSDLNew |
subset_operations = operation required to construct

WSDL_Slice]
2. cStartDef = sliceStartDefinition(WSDLNew)

cXSD = sliceXSD(WSDLNew, subset_operations)
cMsg = sliceMessage(WSDLNew, subset_operations)
cPort = slicePort(WSDLNew, subset_operations)
cBinding = sliceBinding(WSDLNew, subset_operations)
cService = sliceService(WSDLNew)
cEndDef = sliceEndDef(WSDLNew)

3. WSDL_Slice = cStartDef + cXSD + cMsg + cPort +
cBinding + cService + cEndDef

Return WSDL_Slice}

changed operations and methods. These changed operations are
used to construct the UWSDL, which is a WSDL Slice that
captures changes at the WS code level. This makes the UWSDL
useful to access and execute changes in the WS code. Based on
the labels in opLabels, we capture changes in the following three
ways.

1) First, inserted operations are captured in both the DWSDL
and the UWSDL.

2) Second, deleted operations are ignored in the Subset WS-
DLs because they are not part of the new version of the
service.

3) Third, modified operations occur in two places – in the
WSDL and in the WS code. Modifications at the WSDL
level mean changes in port, binding, and XSD (input,
output, or both) as described in Table II. The DWSDL
captures these changes. Modifications at the WS code level
are captured in the UWSDL.

Finally, Algorithm 2 WSDL_Slicing takes the WSDL of the
new version and the identified subset operations as input; these
two are used to construct the WSDL_Slice using the functions
sliceXSD, sliceMessage etc., which each extract a subset of the
WSDL. These subsets (captured as substrings) are combined
(concatenated) to form the WSDL slice.

A WSDL slice cleanly captures a semantically meaningful
subset of a service’s functionality. As noted above, it can be
computed in the absence of the code. However, as WSDL
provides access to the WS code and thus the WSDL slice can also
provide access to a reduced version of the code while regression
testing.

B. Evolution Mining of a Version Series: Service
Evolution Metrics

This sub-section describes evolution mining of a service using
the four novel service evolution metrics. The metrics are based
on five important quantitative attributes: number of operations,
WSDL lines, parameters, messages, and operation code lines.

These five attributes are used to generate a quantitative eval-
uation of a version series VS = {V1 … Vi … VN} such that Vi

represents ith version of the service. Using the five attributes, we
define four Service Evolution Metrics. The intuition behind the
Service Evolution Metrics is to represent cloud service evolution
information by aggregating attributes over multiple versions.

1) Effective Lines Per Operation in the WSDL: The first
metric is the ratio of number of WSDL lines (noncomment and
nonblank) to the number of operations in the WSDL. For version
Vi, LOWSDLi denotes the Lines per Operation in the WSDLi

and is defined as follows:

LOWSDLi =
Number of source lines in WSDL of Vi

Number of operations in version i
.

This defines a set as LOWSDL = {(V1, LOWSDL1) … (Vi,

LOWSDLi) … (VN, LOWSDLN)}.
2) Parameters Per Operation in the WSDL: The second

metric is the ratio of the number of parameters in the XSD
to the number of operations in the WSDL. This reflects the
expected growth in a service’s interfaces. It is denoted as POi

the Parameters per Operation in the WSDLi for Vi and defined
as follows:

POi =
Number of parameters in WSDL of Vi

Number of operations for version i
.

This defines a set as PO = {(V1, PO1) … (Vi, POi) … (VN,

PON)}.
3) Messages Per Operation in the WSDL: The third metric is

the ratio of the number of messages to the number of operations
in the WSDL. Under normal conditions, the number of messages
per operation is two, which reflects having one message for input
and one for output. The metric is denoted as MOi the Messages
per Operation in the WSDLi of Vi and defined as follows:

MOi =
Number of messages in WSDL of Vi

Number of operations for version i
.

This defines a set as MO = {(V1, MO1) … (Vi, MOi) … (VN,

MON)}.
4) Code Lines Per Operation in the WS Code: The fourth

metric is based on the logic behind the WSDL. It is the ratio of
the number of lines of code to the number of operations. This
reflects the growth of service operations in terms of business
logic. It is denoted as WSCLOi the WS Code Line per Operation
in WSCodei of Vi

WSCLOi =
Number of code lines in WS code of Vi

Number of operations in version i
.

This defines a set as WSCLO = {(V1, WSCLO1) … (Vi,

WSCLOi) … (VN, WSCLON)}.
These four novel metrics can be expressed together as (Vi,

LOWSDLi, POi, MOi, WSCLOi). With respect to the versions,
these four metrics are used to create four time series graphs that
are useful in the study of the evolving distributed systems. The
evolution mining of a version series using Service Evolution
Metrics is summarized in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Summary of the evolution mining of version series based on service
evolution metrics (SEM).

Fig. 4. Service evolution analytics model.

Fig. 5. Development and testing phases of the service evolution analytics tool.
Assuming starting at time t1 the development phase runs for time t2. Let the
subsequent testing phase starts at time t1 + t2 and runs for time t3. Therefore,
both the phases end at time t1 + t2 + t3.

III. SERVICE EVOLUTION ANALYTICS

We now describe our Service Evolution Analytics model and
tool. The model, overviewed in Fig. 4, is based on the WSDL
and the WS code of a version series. As illustrated in Fig. 5, tool
construction includes a development phase (duration t2) and a
subsequent testing phase (duration t3).

During the development phase, the tool learns from a prefix of
the service’s version series. A supervised learning approach is
used: if the output is incorrect, the developer updates the tool’s
code and then recomputes the interface slice. Output correctness

TABLE III
SUBSET WSDL FOR CHANGE ANALYSIS

can be judged using two possible criteria: software acceptance
and human acceptance. For software acceptance, an IDE (e.g.,
NetBeans and Eclipse) or testing framework (e.g., SoapUI and
JMeter) must accept a subset of the WSDL as an interface
slice. For human acceptance, an engineer determines if the tool’s
output is satisfactory. While generating a slice can be a complex
task, a developer (or a tester) should be able to easily identify
correct output. In this way, the tool learns to produce the correct
interface slice from its developer. The process terminates when
the IDE or testing framework accepts the tool’s output as the
desired interface slice. The interface (WSDL) slice should have
the desired structure for supporting communication between
its operations and the WS code. Both an IDE and a testing
framework can exploit the WSDL slice in the development and
testing of the WS code.

Next, in the testing phase the resulting tool is tested using the
remainder of the service’s version sequence. The performance of
the tool is measured by comparing its output with the expected
output, which includes the WSDL (interface) slices.

AWSCM: Using this model, we incrementally developed a
new slicing component of the tool AWSCM (Automated Web
Service Change Management) [16]. AWSCM is an automated
intelligent tool that seeks to understand the structure of the
WSDL and the WS code. It slices the WSDL by performing
change mining of evolving web service, which constructs a
WSDL slice. It uses the Membrane SOA Model [60] to find
semantic differences between two versions of the WSDL. To find
the semantic differences between two versions of the WS code,
it uses jDiff [59]. As mentioned in [57], [58], empirically jDiff
provides correct coverage information 84.70% for the single test
case, and 77.81% for the entire test suite. To incorporate these
semantic differences, we developed several functions, e.g., a
function for operation separation and a function that slices out
portions of the WSDL. AWSCM’s slicing code was repeatedly
updated until the tool was able to independently generate the
correct WSDL slice for each system studied in the next section.
AWSCM was also updated to compute the four proposed service
evolution metrics defined in Section II-B. This new feature
was implemented in a new module named “Service Evolution
Metrics.”

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

This section describes three experiments, which consider two
self-made illustrative web services and two real-world web
services (see Table III). The first subsection presents use of
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Fig. 6. Simple representation of the changes in two self-made web services,
SaaS, and BookService.

change classification in the WSDL slice construction. The sec-
ond subsection presents empirical results demonstrating the po-
tential reduction in regression testing cost. The third subsection
presents experiments involving the Service Evolution Metrics.

A. WSDL Slice Construction

Using Algorithms 1, 2, and 3, the first experiment computes
a WSDL slice. It applies change mining to the web service to
compute the change classification. It then uses this change classi-
fication to construct the resulting WSDL slice. The WSDL Slices
produced for each system considered are shown in Table III. As
described in Section II-A, we consider two Subset WSDLs: the
Difference WSDL (DWSDL) and the Unit WSDL (UWSDL). In
the table a “Y” indicates that the Subset WSDL was constructed,
while the single “N” indicates the one case in which the source
was not available to us.

Fig. 6 shows the changes that we made to the two web services:
SaaS and BookService. The figure demonstrates the effects of
changes in the form of dependency graphs of the two web
services. The changes involved are as follows.

1) SaaS version 1 has three operations: Index, Searching and
readingFile. We made following two changes to version 1
to create version 2. First, we inserted two new operations:
edit and editFile, which are captured by the DWSDL.
Second, we modified the code of the Searching operation,
which is captured by the UWSDL.

TABLE IV
CHANGES BETWEEN TWO SUBSEQUENT WSDLS

∗where CT stands for ComplexType input-output data structure
∗for inserted operations, it is obvious that their input-output data-structure were also
inserted, thus we skipped its details.
∗for deleted operations, it is obvious that their input-output data-structure were also
deleted, thus we skipped its details.

2) BookService version 1 is upgraded to version 2 with two
modifications at the code level that affect the following
operations. Code Change 1 affects the two operations:
bgAllVerse and bgOp, which further affect their parent
nodes in the graph. Code Change 2 affects the two oper-
ations: bibleAllVerse and bibleOp, which further affected
their parent nodes in the graph. Overall, the two code
changes affect three out of four BookService operations.

Table IV provides two examples of the three classification
labels (inserted, deleted, and modified) for the two large-scale
evolving distributed systems based cloud services: Eucalyptus
Cluster Controller (CC) and the Amazon Web Service Elastic
Compute Cloud (AWS-EC2). Looking at the output it is clear
that the accuracy of the change detection is dependent on the se-
mantic differencing tool; thus AWSCM depends on the accuracy
of semantic differencing tool that it uses.

B. Service Maintenance: Reduced Regression Testing

Table V describes four experiments that consider the retrieval
of WSDL Slices as well as their use in test-case reduction. For
SaaS, we performed two experiments. In the first the DWSDL
was created based on two operations, and in the second the
UWSDL was created with one operation. Test case reduction for
the two was 50% and 75% respectively. For BookService, we did
two experiments using the two services: BGWS and BibileWS.
Here AWSCM uses two changed operations from both BGWS
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTS FOR CHANGE MINING-BASED WSDL SLICES

AND TEST CASE RETRIEVAL

and BibleWS to retrieve two different regression test suites each
containing 60% of the original tests.

For simplicity when explaining the remaining two experi-
ments, which used AWS and EucalyptusCC, we assume that there
is one test case per operation. In AWS, when the user selects 3
of its 23 operations, there is an 86.95% reduction in the size of
the regresion test suite. In EucaluptusCC, two of the operations
were changed in two versions of the Eucalyptus WSDL. Using
the resulting DWSDL that captures these two changes, AWSCM
reduces the size of the test suite by 92.31%. AWSCM retrieved
three operations as changed at the code level for EucalyptusCC.
Thus, producing an 88.5% reduction in the number of test cases.

C. Service Evolution Metric Study

We present a study of the two cloud services that are two
large-scale evolving distributed systems: Eucalyptus Cluster
Controller (Eucalyptus-CC) and Amazon Web Service – Elastic
Compute Cloud (AWS-EC2). To study our four service evolution
metrics, we use the repositories available from Github [61]–[63].
The number of lines, parameters, lines of WS code, and WSDL
operations are given in Table VI. The counts in the table are
used to calculate the service evolution metrics whose values are
shown in Fig. 7.

We deduce the following from Fig. 7. First, the number of lines
per operation in WSDL of Eucalyptus-CC is slightly larger than
that of AWS-EC2. In contrast, AWS-EC2 has more parameters

per operation as compared to Eucalyptus-CC. Both projects have
two messages per operations for all versions. Eucalyptus-CC has
almost 200 lines of code per operation, which is found in the file
handlers.c inside module “cluster.”

To keep experimental result simple, external code dependen-
cies are not considered. All the graphs suggest that both projects
are growing at a steady pace. In general, the metric values
can help a manager to take decisions regarding a cloud service
evolution task such as regression testing and service monitoring.

In a time series graph of a service evolution metric, a sudden
change (glitch) may denote an anomaly such as an incorrect
upgrade. In this case, the project manager can go for validating
the reason of the anomaly, which can help to evaluate the project
risk. Therefore, in Fig. 7, all the glitches in the time series graphs
are the point of deviation from normal trend.

For example, consider the following three changes shown in
Table VI. First, in August of 2006, public beta of Amazon EC2
was released.1 This is reflected in the first row (June-06). In
October of 2007, two new instance types were added2 to EC2,
Large and Extra-Large. Thereafter, in May of 2008, EC2 added3

two more instance types, High-CPU Medium and High-CPU
Extra Large. These four additions are reflected in Table VI in the
second row (January-07), third row (Feb-08), fourth row (July-
09), and fifth row (November-09). These changes are evident
in the POi time series of AWS-EC2 shown in Fig. 7. To begin
with the initial point at (June-06). Second is the almost constant
growth between (January-07) and (Feb-08). Third is the sudden
increase (glitch) from (Feb-08) to (July-09) and (November-09).

In summary, the change classification enables AWSCM to
construct a WSDL slice that captures the operations changed
from an old to a new version. The evolution mining provides
information about an entire version series, which helps to com-
pare the two services empirically. Collectively, the two mining
techniques retrieve different information, which helps in service
evolution analysis.

V. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses related contributions. To begin with,
work related to software analysis [27] and mining software
repositories [28] in the context of change impact analysis in-
cludes the following. For example, Ying et al. [29] presented an
approach to determine change patterns and evaluated their work
on the code repositories for Eclipse and Mozilla. Likewise, we
evaluate our work by analyzing the repositories of Eucalyptus-
CC and AWS-EC2. More recently, Negara et al. [30] identified
previously unknown frequent code change patterns from an
old repository. Thereafter, they analyzed some of the mined
unknown code change patterns and some high-level program
transformations.

1[Online]. Available: Jeff Barr, (August 25, 2006). “Amazon EC2 Beta”.
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/amazon_ec2_beta/. Link accessed on Febru-
ary 2019.

2Jeff Barr, (October 16, 2007). “Amazon EC2 Gets More Muscle”. Link
accessed on February 2019.

3[Online]. Available: Jeff Barr, (May 29, 2008). “More EC2 power”.
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/more-ec2-power/. Link accessed on Febru-
ary 2019.
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TABLE VI
INFORMATION ABOUT EUCALYPTUS-CC AND AMAZON WEB SERVICE-EC2 TO CALCULATE SERVICE EVOLUTION METRICS

Fig. 7. Four time-series graphs to show four service evolution metrics for AWS-EC2 and Eucalyptus-CC.
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Work related to change analysis, mining, and learning of an
evolving service repository includes that of Xiao et al. [31] who
proposed a formula to quantify the cost of a business process
change in a service-oriented architecture. Dam et al. [32] ana-
lyzed change propagation using extensions of the well-known
UML framework in SOA as SoaML. Papazoglou et al. [33], [34]
present a theoretical framework for controlling the evolution of
services using distinguished shallow and deep changes. Alam
et al. [35] presented a literature survey of 60 relevant studies of
change propagation in SOA and Business Process Management
(BPM) based on research questions. Romano and Martin [36]
proposed a tool WSDLDiff for gathering fine-grained changes
between subsequent versions of a service; then this information
is used to analyze the evolution of four web services. Recently,
Karn et al. [37] proposed a methodology for the selection
and tuning of a machine-learning model, which is applied to
dynamic changing environments for achieving higher accuracy
in prediction of security attacks.

Intuitively, our approach is useful in both static and dynamic
program analysis for testing and verification [38]. For example,
in support of mobile app testing [39], Facebook researchers have
developed CT-Scan [40], which can also aid in regression testing
[41]. Li et al. [42] formalized the semantic slicing of software
versions histories and proposed CSLICER to identify the set of
semantically related commits. An application of change impact
analysis based interface slicing, such as WSDL slicing, was used
in regression testing of web services [17].

The work related to software and service evolution metrics
includes the following. Constantinou et al. [43] presented six
metrics to measure the architectural stability and evolution of
software projects for reuse. Wang et al. [44] proposed a service
evolution model based on four service evolution patterns used to
analyze service dependencies, identify changes on services, and
estimate impact on consumers. Recently, Kohar et al. [45] pro-
posed a service evolution metric, a service client-code evolution
metric, and service usefulness evolution metric. Similarly, we
consider service evolution analysis using the four novel service
evolution metrics, which produced useful interpretations (e.g.,
see Fig. 7 and Table VI).

Fokaefs et al. [46] presented WSDL evolution analysis
through the empirical study of their VTracker algorithm for
XML differencing. The algorithm can recognize and analyze
changes between subsequent versions of various WSDL web-
services. Thereafter, Fokaefs et al. [47] introduced WSDarwin,
a specialized differencing method for WSDL and WADL (Web
Application Description Language), which produces a set of
rules. Li et al. [48] reported an empirical study on web API
evolution and then drew conclusions for application developers.
In contrast to these works, our tool AWSCM can use change
information to generate interface (WSDL) slices, which can
execute subsets of a cloud/web service. Additionally, AWSCM
can also retrieve cloud/web service evolution information that
can lead to the extraction of facts about the evolution of an
evolving distributed system.

Mohamed et al. [49] presented SaaS evolution platform based
on Software Product Lines (SPLs) for a multitenant single
instance; the platform provides evolution rules based on feature

modeling to govern evolution decisions. Jamshidi et al. [50]
reviewed cloud migration research and include a comparative
study between SOA and Cloud migration. Ghosh et al. [51] pro-
posed SelCSP framework to facilitate selection of a trustworthy
and competent service provider. Recently, Noor et al. [52] de-
scribed a trust management framework named as CloudArmor,
which is based on reputation and credibility model. Similarly,
our service evolution metrics generate empirical reports that may
be helpful in the Cloud/SOA migration and in the selection of a
trustworthy service provider. Our approach can also be helpful
in the change and evolution maintenance of services supporting
Blockchain management [53], [54] and Cloud management
[55], [56].

VI. CONCLUSION

This article described approaches for change mining and
evolution mining of an evolving distributed system. The first
approach used a service change classifier algorithm to assign
change labels to a service’s operations and then extracts a WSDL
slice. The second approach used four service evolution metrics to
study cloud service evolution and to deduce facts from a version
series. This article also described a Service Evolution Analytics
model and tool (AWSCM) that supported change and evolution
mining of an evolving distributed system. We performed four
case studies to construct WSDL slices of four web services.
We also demonstrated the service change classifier, our tools
ability to reduce regression testing cost, and service evolution
metrics using two well-known cloud services: Eucalyptus-CC
and AWS-EC2. The results demonstrated how the tool can
be used to study the evolution of cloud services. Our Service
Evolution Analytics model was also helpful in subset regression
testing, which in turn helps to maintain the QoS required by
a SLA. In the future, we plan to apply change and evolution
mining to other APIs.
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